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The great classic of Atlantis, this book more than any other established the existence of this

lost continent for the modern world. Attracting hundreds of thousands of readers and

stimulating vast debate, it influenced generations of people including countless scientists who

went on to do serious work in their fields, and numerous science-fiction writers. It is a measure

of the power of the Atlantis myth that, despite all the evidence to the contrary, the idea of a

submerged Atlantic Ocean continent remains vigorous today, long after Donnelly's work first

appeared.A lawyer and politician before he turned to writing, Ignatius Donnelly (1831 �1901)

spent many years amassing evidence for his book on Atlantis. Displaying an immense

knowledge of Platonic and Biblical material, comparative archeological discoveries, folk

traditions of deluges, and geological data supporting catastrophic volcanic activity, Donnelly

staggered his readers with "facts" and overwhelmed them with his many brilliant arguments.

Despite the many more recent discoveries that have proved many of his "facts" to be false, his

arguments still dazzle and his central myth continues to fascinate. The highly appealing idea of

a lost continent with a high civilization, one that was the mother of all other civilizations, is one

of the most enduring of all human myths and shows no signs of disappearing.A seminal work

on Atlantis and a classic in the history of culture, this book is the starting point for anyone

sincerely interested in the Atlantis myth. Still the most readable and imaginative of the books

on Atlantis, it is a work that will long outlive most of the more recent accounts. As a study of the

golden past, it is an enormously intriguing and enjoyable book.
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Wim, “Great information. A lot of great information in this. Use the Holy Spirit to discern what is

true and false.”

Blair C. aka Darby, “Atlantis: The Antediluvian World by Ignatius Donnelly. This book, though

scientifically unsound by modern standards, is meant to be taken as a serious study. It does

give a lot of historical accounts which are fascinating & is filled w/awesome wood-cut-looking

pictures & strange symbols. The copy i bought was in really sad shape, so i got it for cheap; but

i would recommend spending a moderate sum on a nice copy. This is old-school

Parapsychology & thee definitive work on all things Atlantis (& ther are many!). The author may

have been a bit touched, but aren't all good ones? Not to be taken as actual Anthropology, this

book is still well worth the time & is very comprehensive on the subject-matter. Buy it!”

RTHutch6, “If you’re interested in Atlantis check it out. A great story of Atlantis”

Jeff Marzano, “Conventional View Of Atlantis. Being a student of Atlantis I felt I should read this

book since it's considered a classic on the subject.The theories about Atlantis range from the

ordinary and mundane to the fantastic.Donnelly is definitely on the conventional, mundane side

of that range. He views Atlantis as just an earlier culture that reached advanced stages of

religion, government, and basic technological advances which we have now far surpassed.I am

much further towards the new age, super race side of the range.I will give Donnelly credit for

being well read on many subjects.However if you're looking for imaginative interpretations of

the mythological legends surrounding Atlantis forget this book. Donnelly's interpretation of

Hercules capturing the cattle of Geryon was that Hercules was a cattle rustler and he killed

some guy and ran off with his cows.I find it puzzling that people quote Plato's account of

Atlantis so often but then disbelieve everything Plato says.Donnelly calls the Greeks a

'degenerate race' and their mythology 'barbarian recollections'.Rather mythology uses

metaphors to explain metaphysical concepts that are real.I skipped a few parts of the book

based on the Editor's notes about Donnelly's information being worthless and inaccurate.Jeff

Marzano
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Debra Dubose, “How similar cultures grew at almost equal times on either side of the

Atlantic...... I read this yrs ago on loan. I found it fascinating! I wanted to reread & have my own

copy !!!”

tali, “Great book!. Good read!”

drubao, “Five Stars. Thanks.”

Anna, “Interesting Reading. A fascinating book, very interesting research, well worth acquiring

this book for reference and research.Would like to get the original that I have the e copy of.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent book. An interesting read. Excellent book.  An interesting read.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Gift. it's a gift.......so I hope they like it.”

The book by Ignatius Donnelly has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 102 people have provided feedback.
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